ABSTRACT

Billiard known as a recreation game that has some enthusiast that came from various people. This game played most by society that located in big city that also founded a lot of billiard arena. Over the time, billiard considered not only a game but also as some sports that consider to be contested. That is shown by an sport association called "persatuan olahraga billiard Indonesia" (POBSI) which is some affiliation of billiard many athlete that competing in various billiard competition. Furthermore, POBSI are some organization that accomodating billiard player’s to be a Indonesian billiard athletes. Achievement of Indonesian billiard player’s are more evolve which that many billiard athlete that has make the country proud such as Ricky Yang, Muhammad Dzulfikri, Angeline Magdalena, etc. So that emerge some hope that will more evolving especially Indonesian billiard.

But that evolving image of billiard not too known by some people. They still assuming that billiard just only a game and also has some negative connotations so that people are reluctant to learning more about billiard. The lack of competing sport’s in billiard arena are being cause of that problem.

Therefore, there are be required some billiard arena that can creating some image that show billiard as competing sports and can make achieving that supporting to improving billiard’s positive image so people not worry to play billiard. Besides that, also providing facility that can give some education about billiard in order to increase society knowledge about many thing in billiard.
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